
For Lymington Camera Club members.   

Gaining access to the World of  Wildlife Photography. Louis Rumis EFIAP MPAGB. 

Wildlife/Natural History. I suspect we have to firstly ask the question; What is Wildlife 

Photography? Yes, photography of wildlife would be the obvious answer. Which moves us 

on to our next question; what is wildlife? Is it the Red Stag with its Hinds or is it the Moth 

that just landed on the bracken in front of the Stag? Yes, of course it's both. Wildlife covers a 

myriad of subjects. From the cotyledons just pushing their way through the soil to a large 

Herd of Elephant on the African plains and of course  just about everything thing in between, 

is termed, Nature. Geology-clouds and weather patterns, these are natural or "Nature" 

subjects. What we have to confront first of all is, are we taking the photograph  for ourselves 

or for the judge? Hopefully ourselves but if it keeps a judge happy-then that's a bonus. Very 

few judges know anything about wildlife. I love the term; "Bird on a stick" but you never 

hear "Chick on a chair"! 

What Lens and Camera. A long lens and a top camera body will not make you a Wildlife 

Photographer-but trust me, it is definitely going to help! Aside from that £12,000 pounds you 

have just spent, what else do you need to know (one important thing is, don't tell your 

husband just how much you spent). A good sturdy tripod and head along with a cable release. 

Be aware, I always kept a £600 carbon tripod and head in the boot of my car-this was stolen 

from my car in the forecourt of the Crown Plaza Hotel at Heathrow, I then found this wasn't 

covered by my car insurance-it is now! 

Macro Photography. Of course you could buy a Macro lens for your current camera body 

and open up a whole new World of photography. This would be far less expensive and then 

you could of course, tell your husband just how much you did spent. Personally-I love Macro 

Photography-you will become thoroughly  absorbed in a whole new realm of photography. If 

you wish to discuss this, I'm quite happy to do so. I grew up on Kodachrome 25! For an 

emerging dragonfly this was fine but can you imagine the maximum ISO setting of 25? With 

400mm lens? Fourteen days after you posted your slides off, they would be returned from, 

Box 14 (Kodak). As an atheist I don't prey, but did consider it when I sent my slides to 

Kodak-I have had a torrid time with Kodak at Hemel Hempstead.  

Your Subject. Get to know and understand your subject. You do not need to be able to 

quickly identify; Gastrophysa viridula in the field to get a great shot-your images should be 

able to help with the identification of the subject. When these have been filed and safely 

stored on your hard drive, after being downloaded from your "card." Now you are looking at 

them on your monitor, is the time to get the identification guide out. You did Format your 

card after you downloaded your images didn't you? You should because, though you may 

have no images on the card, what you will have is artefacts (detritus/waste/debris) that build 

up after every use of the card. Hence the reason you should Format the card-I suggest you do 

this once you have viewed your  images on your monitor, ensuring the download was ideal 

and they are on your hard drive. Many a slip between cup and lip etc!   



Habits and Behaviour. The Marsh Harrier has a certain flight pattern, a Fox will normally 

follow a straight narrow line-more like a cycle tyre in the sand. A Hare will invariably take 

the same route across a field and under the left hand side of that five bar gate; first find your 

Hare! It's more about getting to know what your subject intends to do next, just before it does 

it; try to be ahead of the game. Taking off into the wind is what our larger birds prefer to do-

check your wind direction and always be aware of the light direction. Don't cast a shadow 

over you subject-unless it’s a Butterfly that you want to open its wings. It's been said many 

times that with good fieldcraft you can save 200mm of lens instead of a 600mm lens, you can 

stalk your subject with a 400mm. Nearly all animals and birds will tell you when you are too 

close. Watch your subject, as soon as you get too close-its attitude will change, it may stop 

feeding or just become a little more alert, rigid. Quite simply put, it becomes obviously 

uncomfortable. All this can be seen through the lens. Stop, where you are and wait until it 

resumes what it was doing. If you are using a tripod and I hope you are-don't lift it up with 

the three spikes facing forward-gently lift it from the ground 50 or 100mm, just enough to 

move forward again freely, with another quick visual check around before you move, you 

don't want to snag a tripod on a rock or piece of turf or all is lost! I was always trained to use 

a tripod and a cable release-this needs to be taped on or you can use cable ties to hold it on, 

just another thing to dangle and get snagged. 

Flying subjects. Here I shall explain photographing birds in flight.  With reference to IS, VR, 

OS and every other combination of lens shake reduction. The simplest of all descriptions of 

this is, the gyroscope or gyro sensors they sense the rotational movement and they augment 

this. This is only in regard to handling of the lens. These make no difference to your subject 

movement. If your subject matter is a; "bird on a stick" (perfect this phrase) then leave gyro 

switched on. In flight turn it off-if you do not switch it off-it slows your auto-focus down, not 

much but enough. You can trial a basic method by wrapping one hand around the lens, as you 

focus you feel that lag. It serves no purpose and has no beneficial effect if left on. If you are 

shooting a bird in flight with a 400mm lens I would suggest no less than 1/1250th, double 

this if you have sufficient light. Shutter speed is normally calculated on the reciprocal of the 

lens when hand held. Some people can hand hold at much slower shutter speed than others, 

I'm afraid age (yours, not the lens) is also a defining factor. A short zoom 125mm @1/250th a 

400mm @ 1/500. The greater your shutter speed the sharper image will be when using long 

lenses. When photographing birds in flight, if I had a choice of f5.6 and f8; it would be f5.6 

and the extra stop would be converted to speed as a trade off.  I watch many photographers 

that believe it's all a lottery-take as many shots as you can and with a little luck, one may be 

sharp! One caveat that always remains is, you give with one hand and take away with other-

with a long lens always go for speed.    

Depth of Field. You may often hear the judge say; "the background isn't quite sharp." Did 

you want it sharp? The area you want sharp is your main subject-with differential focusing, 

you choose your focal point. You can lose your background or your foreground, I believe the 

foreground leads you into your image and as such, is required. Don't focus on the nearest 

point to you, because any area in front of that is lost/wasted. Remember dependent upon your 

chosen aperture 1/3rd in front and 2/3rds behind your selected focal point will be in sharp 



focus. If your background is too busy then you don’t want it too sharp-minimise the depth of 

field (dof) allow the background to run out of focus. Not everything has to be taken on f2.8 or 

f22. Choose your speed and dof with great care.    

My mentor was the Chief Photographer at Scotland Yard. He also trained the Police at 

Hendon Training College. He was a very hard taskmaster. He made me think hard, I was 

more taking images to please Alan Parker than Louis Rumis. Rather like being under a 

constant eye of the judge. 

I cannot choose what camera and lens you should use/buy. It changes on a daily basis, I'm old 

fashioned and still prefer a full frame body, along with my favourite lenses. Currently for 

flight photography, I would suggest a 400mm lens. A long focus Macro 150/180mm.  

I do hope this has helped those beginners amongst you. Louis Rumis.       

 

 

 


